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Too many doping scandals have damaged the sport of cycling. 
But Clean Spirit introduces us to one pro cycling team that strives 
to compete the “right way” – and in the process has launched 
the careers of two of the most talented riders of this generation, 
Marcel Kittel and John Degenkolb. The two young sprinters, along 
with their teammates, are 
determined to show that 
winning is possible without 
doping. As we follow the 

team during the 100th edition of the Tour de France, the excitement builds as 
stage wins and the yellow jersey are on the line.

Like the classic A Sunday in Hell, Clean Spirit shows much more than just the 
race.  We see the team in their hotel rooms, on the team bus, on training rides, at 
meals and massage, in team meetings, and celebrating (or commiserating) after 
victories, defeats and crashes. Most of all, we see a team dedicating to compet-
ing cleanly, and putting their heart and soul into success on the road.

“TruThfully capTures The glorious highs
and dramaTic lows of professional cycling 
Through The eyes of iTs new, young sTars.” 

– CyCle Sport Magazine

“The filmmakers encapsulaTe The agony
and ecsTasy of The world’s biggesT bike race.

The end resulT is inTimaTe and auThenTic...
rich subjecT maTTer gives The film a clear,

emoTionally-saTisfying narraTive.” 
– the independent (UK)
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“‘Sukkah City’ CaptureS the exCitement 

around an art inStallation in one of

new york City’S great pu bliC SpaCeS.”

- Steven heller, the atlantiC

“a remarkable arChiteCtural Competition.

it’S amazing nobody thought of thiS before.”
- pau l goldberger, the new yorker

“you’ll Smile.you’ll Ch uCkle.you’ll be moved!”
- the forward

When best-selling author Joshua Foer begans to build his first 
sukkah, a small hut that Jews build and dwell in every fall for the 
holiday of Sukkot, he wanted to move beyond the generic plywood 
boxes and canvas tents that have become the unimaginative 
status quo. He discovered that while the Bible outlines the basic 
parameters for what a sukkah should look like and how it should 
function, it leaves plenty of room for variation and interpretation. 
Foer thought, ‘what if con-
temporary architects and de-

signers were challenged to design and construct twelve radical sukkahs? What 
would they come up with?’ And so was born the design competition known as 
Sukkah City in Union Square Park, in the heart of New York City.

Chronicling the competition, the film goes behind the scenes during construc-
tion, exhibition, and judging to provide an entertaining and inspiring portrait of 
the project’s visionary architects and structures – an exciting, singular moment 
in the American Jewish experience.
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